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The analysis and harmonization in the Information Field is not intended to 
cure, treat, mitigate, diagnose or prevent any disease or medical condition. It 
is intended to give the professional user the option, in a holistic context, to 
derive helpful information from findings from the Information Field. Each 
professional user should evaluate, based on their own experience, whether 
the application is useful in their practice.

The Individualized Microcurrent Frequency (IMF) and Frequency Specific 
Microcurrent (FSM) programs of the TimeWaver Frequency system are not 
intended to cure, treat, mitigate, diagnose, or prevent any disease or medical 
condition. The terms used in the programs, databases and modules do not 
constitute statements concerning their effects. Information from the 
TimeWaver system should always be critically questioned and, if necessary, 
verified with further procedures. The TimeWaver Frequency system should 
always be used within the scope of the user’s professional practice, license or 
certification and in accordance with the Instructions for Use and company-
provided manual. The use of the TimeWaver Frequency system should not be 
treated as a substitute for a physician’s advice, diagnosis or choice of therapy. 
The responsibility for the correct diagnosis and therapy always lies with the 
medical professional. The purpose of the product is to provide the 
professional user with a tool to explore application options.

Notice



The TimeWaver Frequency system opens up many 
new opportunities for wellbeing: You can use it to 
expand your range of activities with integrative 
methods and support your clients.

TimeWaver Frequency is a system for Microcurrent 
Frequency application, consisting of hardware and 
software, controlled by a laptop computer. It 
continuously analyzes the frequencies to be 
applied and transmits them to the client by means 
of various electrodes. It includes numerous 
programs organized by functional categories, more 
than 50,000 frequency databases assigned to 
various topics and the unique methods of systemic 
application according to Nuno Nina*.

TimeWaver Frequency
A Device for Innovative and Holistic Wellbeing Applications

harmonization of the Information Field. For this 
purpose, a priority is assigned to contents such as 
descriptive sentences, arranged in lists, by 
evaluating the data of a physical noise generator. 
In our users’ experience, this priority reflects the 
relevance for the user. An analysis in the 
Information Field reflects a combination of factors 
at the time the analysis is done, including the 
intention of the user. An analysis at a different time 
may have a different result due to changes in the 
environmental variables.

TimeWaver has conducted unblinded before/after 
surveys in controlled and randomized groups of 
participants. These surveys suggest that the 
participants’ wellbeing was higher after the 
application. We attribute this to the harmonization 
of the Information Field, in which the life energy, 
also called chi (or qi) and prana, is brought back 
into flow. This has not been confirmed by 
independent studies.

Marcus Schmieke had already been successfully 
working with Information Field technology** and 
application in various disciplines for several years 
when Portuguese researcher Nuno Nina 
suggested to him combining Information Field 
technology with the application of microcurrent.

* The frequencies, duration, frequency, intensity 
and naming of the programs are based on the 
practical experience of the experts who created 
them. They have not been confirmed by 
independent studies.

** Information Field technology is a proprietary 
technology of TimeWaver. It is based on the theory 
that the Information Field is the non-material area 
through which spirit and matter communicate. It 
reflects what we consider to be the spiritual 
meaning of life events. The existence of such a field 
is discussed in scientific literature. Analysis in the 
Information Field is designed to search for the 
information patterns that contribute to the 

Marcus SchmiekeNuno Nina
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Frequencies Speak the 
Language of the Body

We only understand maybe one 
percent of this rich language today, but with just 
this one percent we can achieve very good results 
and promote wellbeing in many different ways.

Harmonizing  
the Bioenergetic Field

The TimeWaver Frequency system is 
designed to harmonize imbalances in the 
Bioenergetic Field. We believe these imbalances 
are mostly invisible influences that can affect 
people in all areas of life and often have emotional 
or stress-related causes. The TimeWaver 
Frequency system is designed to analyze them 
using Information Field technology and bring them 
back into balance

Unique Information Field 
Technology

The TimeWaver Frequency system 
combines TimeWaver Information Field technology 
with Individualized Microcurrent Frequency (IMF*) 
applications, based on the developments and 
experience of Nuno Nina, a Portuguese researcher 
and clinical director. The system includes modules 
to analyze the most suitable frequencies from 
more than 50,000 Gold Frequencies.

There is a wide range of applications, from 
wellbeing and vitality to sports and stress 
management. 

* “Individualized Microcurrent Frequencies” (“IMF”) 
is a proprietary technology of TimeWaver. It uses 
the data from a physical noise generator to assign 
a priority to frequencies that professional users’ 
experience indicates have the highest relevance 
for the user. The Individualized Microcurrent 
Frequency (IMF) programs are designed to support 
wellbeing through the harmonization of the 
Bioenergetic Field.

Frequencies and Harmony
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What TimeWaver Frequency Can Do for You

A clear and easily understood 
application protocol 

Detailed training courses at the 
TimeWaver Academy 

Easy to reproduce procedures 

Time saving automation 

An easy to delegate method 

Worldwide application  
since 2010 

More than 50 million applications  
of Individualized Microcurrent 
Frequency (IMF) programs

The application is non-invasive; the clients do not 
feel more than a slight tingling during this 
procedure. During the application, which lasts 
approximately 20-60 minutes, the clients can relax, 
let the frequencies take effect and recover and 
from everyday life.

Through the intelligent functions of TimeWaver 
technology, the entire workflow can be automated 
and compiled in individual client-specific protocols. 
The system independently processes the various 
frequency sequences using its automation 
functions. You only need to check the status and 
progress of the application from time to time. 

With the TimeWaver Frequency system working 
independently, requiring only minimal operator 
intervention, its users have more time to attend to 
other clients. This is confirmed by the experience 
of thousands of users worldwide.

Frequency Application: Support for Your Practice
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A Strong Cell as the Basis  
for Wellbeing

Cell researchers Dr. Robert O. 
Becker and Dr. Bjorn Nordenstrom, 
the latter being a former chairman 
of the Nobel Assembly, discovered 
that a decrease in cell membrane 
tension is often associated with a 
decline in health. 

But why does cell membrane 
voltage decrease in the first place? 
According to this model, an acidic 
cellular milieu is the major cause, 
meaning that there are too few 
electrons surrounding the cell, 
causing the pH value to drop. This 
is where TimeWaver Frequency 
comes in: Its goal is to harmonize 
the Bioenergetic Field of the cell. 

The Cell as a Mirror of the Body

Note: Clinical Orthopaedics and 
Related Research No. 171, November-
December 1982. This animal study 
refers to the effects of microcurrent 
and does not pertain to TimeWaver 
Frequency itself, but to the basic 
mechanisms on which it builds. These 
results have not been confirmed by 
other studies so far and the transfer 
of the results to TimeWaver 
Frequency would be speculative.

Increased
protein

synthesis

Up to

70%

Increased
ATP

production

Up to

500%

Increased
amino acid
transport

Up to

40%
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Determining Frequencies  
in Real Time 

The Individualized Microcurrent 
Frequency (IMF) application of the TimeWaver 
Frequency system is very innovative: The system 
permanently determines the frequencies to be 
applied in real time and continuously adapts them 
to the client during application. 

Individualized Microcurrent Frequencies (IMF)

The Information Field Module: 
Analyzing Deep Backgrounds 

The Information Field Module of the 
TimeWaver Frequency system is designed to 
analyze backgrounds and potential 
interconnections in the Information Field on an 
emotional and systemic level. 

In our experience, this is a good preparation for 
the frequency application and an elementary part 
of the TimeWaver Frequency system. It helps you 
in analyzing which frequencies are suggested for a 
specific application and to draw conclusions about 
possible correlations found in the Information 
Field. This should enable you to harmonize the 
Bioenergetic Field of your clients by applying those 
frequencies.

The Information Field layer of the TimeWaver 
Frequency system contains an extensive database 
on different levels in the Bioenergetic Field, 
pertaining to a number of topics.* In addition, the 
TimeWaver Frequency system analyzes, within the 
Information Field, which positive information could 
be useful, and sends this information into the 
Information Field.

* The content of the TimeWaver Frequency 
databases is based on the practical experience of 
the experts who created them. They have not been 
confirmed by independent studies.

Using the resonance analysis function, the system 
analyzes the duration of the respective frequency 
matched to the client and checks the progress of 
the applied frequencies. At the appropriate point 
in time, the system automatically switches to the 
next frequency and applies it until it is no longer 
needed.
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The TimeWaver 
Frequency McMakin 
system is based on over 
25 years of experience by 
chiropractor Carolyn 
McMakin with dual-
channel applications of 
Frequency Specific 
Microcurrent (FSM). More 

than 120 automatic FSM application protocols are 
available for a variety of applications and 
disciplines; these can easily be expanded to 
include additional customized protocols.

FSM applies only minimal current levels which are 
below the threshold of perception for the human 
organism. The specific currents and frequencies 
are applied via two channels that are coordinated 
by FSM for the respective purpose of the 
application (channel A) and its target (channel B). 
Individualized Microcurrent Frequency (IMF) 
applications and Frequency Specific Microcurrent 
(FSM) can be combined to benefit from both 
methods.

The TimeWaver Frequency McMakin system is 
both a device and a method. Carolyn McMakin, 
D.C. is renowned worldwide as a pioneer of dual 
frequency application, especially in the field of 
competitive sports and imbalances in the 
Bioenergetic Field. 

The most important protocols of her method, in 
use for over 20 years, have been adapted to the 
TimeWaver Frequency system and the result is the 
TimeWaver Frequency McMakin system. Each of 
these protocols contains specific frequency pairs 
that always possess the same structure: The first 
frequency is related to the purpose, for example 
vitalization. The second frequency defines the 
target, for example the Bioenergetic Field of a joint. 

* “Frequency Specific Microcurrent” (“FSM”) is a 
proprietary mode of action used by TimeWaver. It 
uses two outputs in parallel to transmit frequency 
modulated microcurrent to the client via 
electrodes. The frequency pairs, duration, 
frequency, intensity and naming of the programs 
are based on the practical experience of the 
experts who created them. The frequency 
programs are designed to support wellbeing 
through the harmonization of the Bioenergetic 
Field. TimeWaver has conducted unblinded before/
after surveys in controlled and randomized groups 
of participants. These surveys suggest that the 
participants’ wellbeing was higher after the 
application. We attribute this to the harmonization 
of the Bioenergetic Field, which we refer to as the 
energy flow of life, traditionally also called chi (or 
qi) and prana. This has not been confirmed by 
independent studies.

TimeWaver Frequency McMakin
Frequency Specific Microcurrent (FSM*) for Wellness and Wellbeing
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TimeWaver Frequency vs.  
TimeWaver Frequency McMakin

TimeWaver Frequency, being a multi-purpose 
system, has a broad range of applications, whereas 
TimeWaver Frequency McMakin specializes in 
harmonizing the Bioenergetic Field of joints and 
bones by using FSM (Frequency Specific 
Microcurrent). Both applications (Individualized 
Microcurrent Frequencies and Frequency Specific 
Microcurrent) can be operated on the same 
TimeWaver Frequency hardware device.



Experience the World of TimeWaver

Online Presentation
Book your 

appointment now!

Seeing Means Understanding

TimeWaver Information Field 
technology can be understood by 

interested individuals and new users primarily 
through their own experience. 

A personal online presentation by an expert user 
representative will let you understand the 
TimeWaver systems, learn some interesting facts 
about their benefits for relationships, career, 
wellbeing etc. and maybe even experience the 
potential of their wide range of applications in your 
life and your business. 

In short: the perfect way to enrich your life and/or 
start your future work with TimeWaver!
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www.timewaver.com

© 2022 TimeWaver Home GmbH

All rights reserved. Any publication - especially on the 
internet -, electronic copying and reprint, also partially,  
is prohibited. Exceptions only with prior written approval  
by TimeWaver Home GmbH.

Disclaimer: Science does not acknowledge the existence of the Information Field, its 
analysis, harmonization and other importance due to the lack of scientific evidence. 
Individualized Microcurrent Frequency (IMF) and Frequency Specific Microcurrent (FSM) 
programs are not acknowledged by conventional medicine due to the lack of scientific 
evidence in the sense of conventional medicine. Use of TimeWaver products, programs or 
information is at the user’s own risk and subject to the user’s discretion and professional 
judgment. The TimeWaver companies specifically disclaim responsibility for user decisions 
related to the use of TimeWaver products or services that are outside the scope of the 
Instructions for Use and company-provided manual.
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